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Chapter 1
Introduction to Our Current Behavioral Reality

Welcome to this powerful eBook.  I’m sure you’ll get a lot of value out of it.

Millions of men have lived and died without ever understanding women, nor reaching 
the level of success with them that they want or deserve.  

Millions of women live in loneliness every night because they can’t find a man who 
understands their hidden truth.

It’s taken as general knowledge that men just don’t understand women and women 
commonly accept this as fact, just hoping that they can find a man that DOES.

They’re looking for a man who understands ‘their secret’ and will respect them for it!  

The secret is NOT sex.

“Jefé, you do not understand weemen. You cannot force open the petals of a flower. 
When the flower is ready, it opens itself up to you.”          -el guapo, The Three Amigos

Women are always ‘the path’ to sex but until now you probably haven’t ever seen that 
clear path or lived on that frequency of their true sexuality.

This knowledge is your key to not only understanding women and their behavior, 
but to seeing the truth and beauty of them and taking the consistent path to sex itself 
(which will be an a�erthought or byproduct) where they are fulfilling THEIR desires 
the most.

IMPORTANT:

 First; Why am I giving away an eBook worth $39 retail to you for free?

1. The secret has to get out.  I can’t keep it in.

This is THE solution for millions of men (and women) to be at peace with themselves 
and experience the relationships they desire and this eBook can change your entire life-
style. 

2. There has to be some kind of ‘value’ exchange here, so I EXPECT great PR and wide-



spread interest for giving this level of life-changing information away for ‘nothing’

3. I know that some men are serious about having a Reality of natural success with 
women & truly being comfortable & effective in a�racting & communicating with the 
beautiful & powerful women so they’ll want to invest in my full training program; & 
this is just the precursor to that option

4. You might be one of those men

5. I expect that most of the men who read this will WANT to spread the empowering 
news to their buddies, thus furthering the viral effect 

So with that said, before we get to ‘the secret of women’ I want to give you a li�le more 
of a background.  

Today’s women are a living paradox.  

What they are taught socially is o�en the exact opposite of their nature.  Add in the 
fact that they are scientifically proven to adapt to their environment more than men are 
and things are ge�ing worse.

You don’t know it but they are under a tremendous amount of Social pressure and it 
competes with the Natural self.  This is the main root of their illogical behavior; socio-
Logic fighting instinct or emotion.

Add the fact that we live in a ‘social matrix’ or social hierarchy of power, money, status 
and influence where sexploitation is a profit-maker and you have women adapting to 
their Social Alpha role model’s behavior (look at myspace.com now and proliferation 
of so� porn clones).

Most people only see the behavioral world in front of them and because it looks real, 
they believe it, yet a woman’s true nature is suppressed massively and millions of men 
just can’t ‘see’ it.  

Men see the mind-numbing behavior pa�erns of women and think they’ll never under-
stand women and think that there is almost no hope.

Men can’t understand how women can be so dismissive of men.  

They can’t for the life of them understand how women can dress so damn sexy and 
then instantly reject even good quality men.  



 

I mean, how ironic is that? 

What’s worse is that women cannot ever tell a man what her true nature is because he 
is just supposed ‘to know’!  And man always used to ‘know’ before the past two de-
cades, so that is a TREMENDOUS amount of pressure on a man that affects his ego as 
well.

Our Relational Dynamics have changed.  

Thus exists a greatly repressed secret that holds the key to interpersonal fulfillment for 
the woman and predictable sex itself for the man.

The answer to clarity and success lies in the behavioral and ‘relational dynamics’ and 
cognition of this secret to consistently open ‘the path’ to new relationships.

Even the best of the best teacher’s o�en usually found ways to ‘cope’ with women, try-
ing multitudes of things that worked or didn’t work trying to get the obvious ‘prize’ or 
pretending they weren’t trying to get the social ‘prize’ when they actively were.  

They improved a man’s ‘inner game’ but never really understood women or their be-
havior itself (and I’ll tell you why because it just became crystal clear to even me re-
cently).

Really, there almost is no ‘inner game fix’ that can align you to the erratic and o�-chal-
lenging and changing behavior pa�erns of Inner and Social Alpha women.  

They really DO have power, beauty and status so men aren’t SURE AT ALL of how to 
behave around them or how to succeed with them.  Have you ever felt like that?  

Some of the strongest men in the world don’t understand women and their behavior.  
So what is one to do?    Surely, you aren’t the problem yourself though people would 
have you believe so.  

Obviously there’s something that millions of GREAT men are missing from the picture 
here.

So, what is the TRUE secret of all the  great seducers in history?  

 
Continued....>>>>



Chapter 2
Secret of the Seducers

 
So, what is the TRUE secret of all the great seducers in history?

Well, they have one thing in common.  

They understood the nature of women.  

And they respected this nature of women; they loved and cherished it and they 
couldn’t get enough of it. 

They weren’t just ‘alpha’ men, rather they loved the Alpha nature of women.  It’s im-
portant to note that they could differentiate it from her other (man-challenging) a�ri-
butes to maintain their own independence (not co-dependence) and relational author-
ity over her.

Well this seems impossible doesn’t it in today’s day and age?!  

It IS hard to see the nature of women so that’s why we don’t understand it.

Admi�edly, the women themselves aren’t acting natural on the outside so how on 
earth are you supposed to find this quality in them?!  

In fact it’s going to be EVEN WORSE if you cherish her ‘independent’, ‘prickteasing’, 
bra�y or ‘flighty’ behavior.  That’s not what I’m saying at all..

understanding her Alpha nature is the true key to a�raction, power and unlimited sex 
because HER behavior will change and SHE will be in the proper relational dynamic 
(of mating) with you for success.

This is about natural success with women and ‘being’ a ‘natural’.

With the revealing of ‘the secret’ you will see for yourself ‘the path’ to incredible rela-
tionships including sex as well (that’s where you come in).  

You can’t get to sex without the path (of woman’s nonverbal approval) and the clearer 
you KNOW and live in understanding of it, the more women you can fill I mean fulfill.



But you haven’t been able to ‘see’ that yet nor put her instantly into the natural mating 
relational dynamic.  You will see and I will explain.  

We’re talking about root behavioral and physiological change; real change for real 
world results (and I’ll just modestly say that I lead by example).

You’re going to understand the root of this all and not only should you become com-
fortable around the most beautiful of women (a priceless feat), but you will understand 
their behavior and where it comes from.  

For example if you think women are ‘a�ention craving-sluts’.. 

you’ll simply know that though it may appear true, this is without a doubt their social-
adaptive behavior instead of their natural character.  

And since you can differentiate that, you can deal with her natural character instead of 
relating to her on the Social level like all the other men she rejects.  

Being in the proper relationship with her; it makes all the difference in the world be-
cause HER behavior will change.

The Secret will turn your world upside-down

But let’s do a li�le more basic training here before we get to the secret of women itself. 

There are 3 simple behavioral elements to both men and women.

CONTINUED....>



These are the 3 ROOT Behavioral characteristics of all men and women.  All of our ac-
tions and behavior can essentially be broken down into:

Natural Character        Inner Character         Social Character

       Biological                 Education, Hobbies,           Social Persona
          Sexual                    Interests, Personality          Status, Clique,

  Subconscious                 Goals, Self-Esteem                  Image        

Experts have said there is ‘inner game’ and ‘outer game’ but I have added the most im-
portant; natural or biological ‘game’ to the behavioral equation.  

With Alpha Relational Dynamics we have to understand (the behavior of) women if 
we’re going to most effectively give them the relationships we/they desire.  
We cannot just improve a man and be ignorant to the truth of a woman anymore.  It’s 
time to understand them through the ‘secret’ and ‘relational dynamics’.  

Ironically, the secret isn’t about exploiting a woman’s true nature, it’s about trust and 
respecting it to let her get the value out of the relationship that she dreams of.  And 
because she physiologically TRUSTS and respects you, you’ll get to sex.

Most people are a combination of all three behavioral characteristics at varying levels 
but with Alpha Relational Dynamics we look at the ‘Alpha Models’ of each so we can 
clearly understand their behavior and what it means.  

Once you know your relationship to the (behavior of) the Alpha models and are fear-
less of them, everything else falls into proper place. 

It’s also extremely important to note that all Inner and Social character traits of women 
are rooted in Causality.

This means that who that woman has become today is rooted in the cause and effect 
influence of her upbringing, socio-cultural environment, language, role models, peer 
pressure and formed beliefs.  

She would be a behaviorally different woman if she grew up in another culture be-
cause of Causality.

For now, this is what it comes down to and I think you’ll see that something is missing 
here.

In the U.S., U.K., Australia, Germany, Canada and other Western First World countries 



we have Inner Alpha and Social Alpha Models of women and their sexuality.

This chart here should clarify that.

 

Let me just quickly clarify this a li�le more so you can be able to start differentiating 
yourself from the most desired or powerful women...>



 “Inner” Alpha Models:

 
Angelina Jolie
Oprah Winfrey
Hillary Clinton

Madeline Albright
NYC Fashion Models
NYC Career Women

Female Lawyers
Condoleeza Rice

Kimora Lee Simmons

 

 Inner Alpha’s (Prada’s) Character A�ributes:

 

-’Independent’ woman
-Career woman

-(college) educated
-empowered

-strong-willed
-ambitious
-developed
-powerful

-workaholic
-o�en dismissive of men

-laptop & iPod @ starbucks



“Social” Alpha Models:

 Jenna Jameson
Pamela Anderson

Paris Hilton
Lindsay Lohan

Female Porn Stars
Christina Aguilera

Britney Spears
Shakira

Jessica Simpson
Victoria Beckham

 
 Social Alpha’s (Pricktease’s) Character A�ributes:

 -Flaunting
-Be�er-than-thou

-focus on beauty & body
-Socially adaptive

-platinum blonde hair
-accentuated breasts

-perma-tan
-big sunglasses
-tight clothes

-pet chihuahua’s
-stimulus for men

-Prizeability
-Beyond pretension

-Socially co-dependent
-Care what others think

 

 

Note that there are also Inner/Social Alpha Models like Beyonce: Aphrodite’s who mere 
‘mortal men’ ‘cannot’ compare to on these levels.

 

Off of the Inner Alpha and Social Alpha Models, millions of women have been influ-



enced and adapted BEHAVIORALLY to those examples and their socio-cultural envi-
ronment which not only gave them the opportunity but promoted it.  

It has become their everyday reality and it’s affected the relational dynamics between 
men and women.

Social Alpha clones are replicating by the minute now.  Just look on myspace.com, hot-
ornot.com, or go to L.A. or Miami.  

By adapting to the same characteristics as their Alpha role models, women can now 
leverage a tremendous amount of social status in what I call their ‘Social Character’.  
This was happening a decade ago in college with the Friend’s Aniston sorority clones 
and their black North Face jackets.

Men are behaviorally triggered to ‘respond’ to the conditioned stimulus-response rela-
tionship they a�ribute to the fantasies of celebrities and porn stars.  That’s why when 
you ‘approach’ or see a beautiful woman you can’t get a hold of yourself.

So most men (in this behavioral ‘reality’) are ‘STUCK’ trying to fearfully get the ‘prize’ 
of women who really ARE above them in the social hierarchy and what’s wrong is that 
they are in the wrong type of relationship with her to begin with..  

..That OR they just don’t know how to deal with the evident ‘power’ of a woman’s In-
ner Character, while meanwhile women are looking for REAL men who are comfort-
able in relation to her power.  

We have ineffective and inaccurate models of female sexuality.

Millions of men fail with women SPECIFICALLY because they are operating with 
women on the Inner (personal) and Social Relational (or ‘Behavioral’) Dynamic.

The Secret itself will pull all of this together, because it’s an entirely different behavior-
al reality.  One leads to fantasy, the other leads to actual sex.

That is our popular reality and it defines our general relationships with women.  It’s 
the world we know in front of our eyes and the world we communicate with.  That’s 
also the problem.

And can you see that ‘something’ is missing here?  

Correct.  Strangely enough..



Chapter 3
The Single Missing Link

So let’s look again at that current model of our Western First World reality.  

These are the ‘Alpha Models of feminine sexuality to which millions have adopted the the same (caus-
ally rooted) a�ributes.

And can you see that ‘something’ is missing here?  



There are no Natural Alpha ‘Models’ in the Social Matrix 

(America and the Western First World).  They literally DON’T EXIST.

There is no Natural Map or Model in our current reality, that’s why we as men can’t see 
it nor see that part within women and their behavior.  

It’s suppressed within our women and the men don’t have a clue because they can’t 
‘see it’ behaviorally manifested.

That is why we are ‘stuck’ trying to work out, seduce, negotiate, deal with and ‘get’ 
success with the Inner and Social level behavioral characteristics of a woman, none of 
which are natural.

Why?  It’s the world and map of reality that we see and live in.  We only see their Inner 
and Social traits because it represents their habitual and apparent behavior.  Most of 
our women even forgot how to flirt (real sexual communication) because their natural 
character is suppressed so much.

And, what we think is their sexuality is nothing close to the truth (more on that soon).  

So what happened here?  Well..

Because it isn’t socially ‘popular’ for women to stay close to their natural ‘roots’, other 
powers took over to influence economies and affect their behavioral development.  

A few decades ago, they associated a woman’s natural character with being a disem-
powered housewife without realizing her other a�ributes (the reason for life itself).

Ironically, those understated a�ributes kept EVERYTHING together but it wasn’t ‘pop-
ular’, nor did it receive the respect it deserved.  Our grandparents did just fine.

Most of the women in the world are still behaviorally ‘natural’ and you may think that 
you wouldn’t be interested in a woman like that but you just haven’t seen.  You’re used 
to the ‘developed’ woman and world in front of you that you see and know.  The an-
swers lie in nature.

Our women are suppressing their roots within themselves (just look how they forgot 
how to flirt and let a man nonverbally know they’re interested).  They wonder how 
they can’t meet any men when they’re all around them in Starbucks.  That puts a LOT 
of pressure on the man, but understanding it will relieve a LOT of pressure.



Sure, nature will ‘find a way’ for men and women to have sex ‘once in a blue moon’, 
but is that how you want to live?  That’s up to you to decide; that or if you want to be 
closer to consistently taking the true path (resulting in predictable sex with women).  

That is one of the results of applying my full ‘A.R.D.’ training program and being one 
of my closest inner circle ‘students’.

So, millions of men are ignorant to the truth which the Architects suppressed and 
women alone are stuck with their secret while fantasy world’s of profit are built up on 
both sides of male and female reality.  It’s not popular for a woman to be her free spirit 
self anymore.

They’re so unsure of their natural character that they don’t want to let it out unless 
they’re in the presence of a man who they KNOW they can trust to be ok with it.  Is 
that going to be you?!

Again,

We’ve just had inaccurate ‘Models’ of female  sexuality our entire lives.  And this in-
cludes about all of the dating and seduction experts out there who are operating out of 
our current behavioral models of sexuality.  

And while you still may only be interested in the over-promoted sexy and ‘beautiful’ 
women (who you have a conditioned and disempowering relationship to by default), 
THEIR own natural character is the path to relationships and sex (including actresses 
and ‘models’) with THEM.  

So if you want to make a REAL change you’d be�er start being cognitive of it because 
seduction essentially IS bringing out the natural character of women.

Most everyone is limited by their own personal preferences and own social influences 
that they can’t see beyond the current behavioral models of our reality (ie. “Why would 
I be interested in ‘natural’ or foreign women and what can I learn from them?”) 

Since many can’t see nature in the world around them, they can’t see it within these 
women (which is harder to see anyways) and they’re missing the key to seduction.
 



“But this IS our cultural reality Rion...

and these are the women I want..”

Yes, but within all of these women (and GREATLY suppressed) lies their true sexual 
nature and they know it too, they just can’t tell men that.  

They can’t EVER tell a man because a man’s ‘supposed to know’ (and SOMEHOW ON 
EARTH ‘figure it out’ despite the women living and becoming the adaptive lie them-
selves).  But thankfully, you’re in the right place.  

Now you will ‘know’ how to naturally ‘be’ in the proper relational dynamic which at-
tracts women enormously and is the fastest path to sex for yourself and most valuable 
for her.  You can actually bring the PURITY and innocence back out of her (because 
goodness knows Society already took it away).



And I’m talking about WITH the Prada’s and Pricktease’s.  

They’re the one’s with the MOST leverage to find a man who knows the secret.  You 
just have to operate naturally and know what their adaptive behavior means to see 
through it.

It’s not even being ‘Alpha’ alone that ma�ers most, the path to sex is always with the 
woman because of the biological dynamics (18 year decision potentially for her).

So it’s time to understand their true nature and energy, which IS the path to sex itself 
and no ma�er your looks, age, social status or income, women will forgive your faults 
if they feel the root natural emotion and a�raction around you.  It’s power cannot even 
be stated.   

Let’s just call it ‘panty-droppin’ power.

But it’s based off of her trust and respect for you physiologically (STIFLER).

You will take the path and end up ‘ge�ing yours’ as a byproduct but ironically it will 
NOT be the first thing on your mind when you understand the truth of her natural 
character.

It’s time to reveal the secret itself. 

Fortunately it’s the secret women WANT you to know (partly because you will be one 
of the few who will by default treat them right while maintaining relational authority 

AND ge�ing your sex as a consistent result).

 
Sexuality isn’t what you thought it was.  

 

 

Continued....>>>>



Chapter 4
The Secret Revealed

Sexuality isn’t what you thought it was.  

It’s time for a new lesson and the PROPER reference points.  
Your entire life you and countless millions of people just had the 
wrong ‘MODEL’ of women and their true sexuality. 

You thought it was this:



You even thought it was this:

You even thought a woman’s sexuality was this:



But none of those ‘models’ are accurate.  

None of those are representative of a woman’s true sexuality.   

Those are the Social Alpha Models and Inner Alpha Models of a woman and her socio-
cultural sexuality/identity.  

And while they have their own exciting benefits, it’s going to be damn difficult to be ef-
fective with these types of women because they’re socially & personality based.  

So while you were living in a reality where you thought a woman’s sexuality was this:



You were living with the entirely wrong paradigm, map or model of the world.  That 
belief and behavioral reality (on both sides) affected everything.  

All of your thoughts, beliefs, communication and behavior had different dynamics, dif-
ferent rules and results that led you FURTHER away from success with these women.

Exploiting a woman’s body as the stimulus to trigger men to respond (drool) and in-
fluence them to make a buying decision is PURELY a Social concept and women have 
adapted behaviorally.  Yet beneath the Social character/world lies the Natural.

This is a sexy woman here right?  No doubt.  I don’t deny it.  She’s HOT.  There’s li�le 
‘inner game’ fix that can deny it.

But by default in our social reality, you are essentially ‘competing’ with other sausages 
for her social value while no one is competing with her natural character, where the 
field’s empty for the proper relationship and where she’s DYING for a real man to 
know.  

She’s just waiting for a guy who knows ‘the path’ so she can respond and open the path 
to him.  The men who fail are the ones who fall into the relational reality they SEE in 
front of them (responding to her sexiness).



And goodness knows...some of you have tried EVERYTHING and tried so DAMN 
hard..even improved yourself SO MUCH but it didn’t really help.  You were running 
up against a brick wall and why?

 It’s all because we had the wrong model of women & sexuality.

And while those women adapted to the social-popular standard, they are still le� lone-
ly by the millions at night because men don’t understand their true sexuality.  Why do 
you think there are more singles now than ever in history?  And guess who is laughing 
to the bank?  (The Architects; producers, execs..).  

“So Rion...What IS the definition or model of a woman’s TRUE sexuality?”

It comes down to this (and yes I’m repeating it AGAIN purposely).  We’ve never (in 
decades) had the proper Model of a woman’s nature/sexuality.  

It was lost AGES ago.   

Only now do we have 40 year old virgin’s, 50% divorce rate and off-kilter relational dy-
namics while biology worked pre�y damn well to get us all here to this point in history 
(including in the Animal Kingdom).

It’s time for the PROPER model and TRUTH of women.

It’s time for the one thing that will instantly leverage and transform yourself onto a 
path of true success (and love for the first time) of (the nature of) women.

Are you ready for 
‘the secret’?  

 

Instead of what you always thought their sexuality was:



..Instead it’s this;



This is a Woman’s TRUE sexuality:

That is the Secret.  It’s her natural character.  
 



And the truth has been suppressed so good, that most of the Architect’s likely forgot 
what the truth was.

“WHAT?!  THAT IS A WOMAN’S SEXUALITY??...Impossible..

Yes, SEXUALITY.  Their true sexuality.  THEIR biological alpha nature FREE of all the 
pressures of sociological influence, cultural ideologies, coercion, peer pressure and op-
portunistic overdevelopment.  Free to ‘be’.

It’s their truth that instinctively knows their relationship to man, how to connect and 
keep a man, and the instinct that naturally leads to further life.

It’s the understated perfect mother, the perfect wife, the perfect inspiration and muse 
who has the power to calm the greatest storms of man and upli� him instead of cu�ing 
him down while holding the family together.  

It’s within all women by DEFAULT.  

And if it isn’t I’d run like the wind if I were you.

“SHE is sexual?  It’s nothing like it Rion...NO WAY..

I’m not even thinking of sex when I look at her.”  

 

 

Conclusion....>>>>



Chapter 5
Apply ‘The Secret’ for Success & Results

“SHE is sexual?”  



“It’s nothing like it Rion...NO WAY..I’m not even thinking of sex 
when I look at her.”  

Exactly, because this is the biologically guaranteed relationship of REALITY.  Women 
have to be a�racted to the man - YOU are the actual stimulus and not the other way 
around.   

Maybe you thought a woman’s real sexuality is the showcased exploitation of the 
man’s ‘money shot’ on a perfect ass then?  

How about ‘the baddest bitch’?!  

Not even close.  

Those are completely Social concepts derived and exploited by man to influence and 
control your behavior.

Do you get it yet?  The reason millions of men feel weak, confused, frustrated, angry, 
psychologically repressed and damaged is causally rooted in the the Inner and Social 
Alpha models of women, their behaviorism and the great lie of the Social Matrix (who 
you are in a disempowering ‘response’ relationship with).  

THAT is what affected your behavior over YEARS and when you can differentiate 
the root behavioral truth and SEE and can manage your RELATIONSHIPS with other 
sources of (repressive) power, you will be able to free all of your compound repression 
and become a confident, powerful man again like you were intended to be.

Free.  Cognitive.  Massively A�ractive.  Powerful.  Real.  NATURAL.

It’s how I now live this reality and it’s priceless.  I’ve put it all in my Alpha Relational 
Dynamics training program.  Reality is, that although this book is showing you the 
way;

It’s going to take some hardcore, deep training to shi� and ground you into the Natural 
Relational Dynamic to have consistent success with women a�er a decade of the wrong 
conditioning.

My full program, ‘Alpha Relational Dynamics’ is the effective solution.  

It’s is an investment in yourself but it’s the real deal.  



I wouldn’t doubt it if it were the best investment you’d ever made.

“Rion’s ARD, IS THE BEST OUT THERE when it comes to teaching you the concepts of REAL COMFORT AND CONFI-
DENCE. It FOCUSES in your GLOBAL GAME. Which you will immediately see the EFFECTS. 

I have just read the ebook and man, it just keeps getting better. Even as a guy with above average skills with women, 
Rion’s Relational Dynamics shoots my game up the stratosphere. I am consistently opened and looked at by women 
everywhere. Yeah I know, I know. It’s too good to be true. But we shall all remember that it is STILL UP TO US to 
lead. And that is exactly what ARD teach. How to be THE MAN that LEADS. Get his product now. Results WILL BE 

GUARANTEED by your UNDERSTANDING AND APPLICATION. =) Thank you Rion. All the best.”                                 

-Mark, NJ

(Find out more at the bo�om on A.R.D....) 

So, to start concluding here... 

is the sexploitation of women their real sexuality?  It’s seems so clearly obvious when 
it’s what you’re ‘seeing’ but it’s not the path to sex.  

It’s what they wanted you to believe your whole life so they could profit by influencing 
you and from that came all of your behavior.  

Again, women just fell into the popular social power game while repressing this true 
sexuality of theirs, that’s all.  Socially, it’s all a power game.  You’ve just been condi-
tioned so strongly that you believe it’s the only reality that exists, thus all of the dy-
namics with women were screwed up..and copious amounts of sex afforded to the 
‘naturals’.

Yes, we live in an unnatural society but that is a rare (a balanced man like you) catch 
for a woman..to find a REAL and ‘natural’ man who isn’t a jerk.  

They long for you to know the secret but they have to ‘trust’ you to not only be com-
fortable in relation to them but so that they can ‘open’ the path for you which will end 
up almost inevitably in sex.  You are the ‘path’ for HER to escape from her suppression.

That is a completely global paradigm shi�, isn’t it?!

Alpha Relational Dynamics will help you to differentiate the behaviorism so you actu-
ally have more than a realistic ‘chance’ with women of social alpha status.

“So, to clarify everything; what is ‘the secret’ Rion?”

 



The Secret itself is the Natural Alpha 
Character of Women. 

This secret nature is repressed within the women ‘you’ desire.

To apply The Secret to succeed with women:
(Get my full program! and/or..)

Make a Natural Alpha.. 



..your ‘model’ of Female Sexuality 
(because that’s what it truly is anyways)

INSTEAD OF ie. the Social Alpha’s 

You’ve just been missing a true and accurate role model of a woman’s sexuality.  
You thought it was this (above) but it isn’t, this is just ‘social’ adaptation:
 

The more you are grounded in the Natural Relational Dynamic and have cogni-
tion of a woman’s true sexuality, THEN you will see this same natural/sexual 
character within the women around you (for the first time).  Women will then 
start ‘responding’ all the time.

continued...



You will be comfortable in your own skin, extremely a�ractive (no ma�er your 
‘looks’) and WANTED by women.  You will see straight through their social ‘sex-
iness’ (which other guys are being deflected off of) to the real girl inside.

That is sexual communication and it’s the trait of a Natural.  And that’s even BE-
FORE you ‘talk’ with women.

Then, you can just be a normal, REAL guy and her a�raction is amping up fast 
because you are saying ALL the right things nonverbally (ALL THE TIME!).



To really be effective, you will have to stop operating in the current Behavioral 
Model/Map where Inner and Social Alpha women are your models (and stimuli) 
of sexuality; instead they are just models of Causal/environmental development 
and adaptation.   

In order to actually LIVE this reality, then I encourage you to find out more about 
my full training program; ‘Alpha Relational Dynamics’.

It’s the physiological change of becoming ‘Alpha’ that other program’s just can’t 
reach with Hypnosis, NLP and improving Inner Game if they’re still somewhat 
ignorant to the real truth of relational dynamics and women. 

The future women in your life are WAITING! 

‘Alpha Relational Dynamics’ is the most advanced yet profound training out 
there that will give you the pure physiological change and can get you to be com-
fortable in your own skin and effective around the most beautiful and desired of 
women.  It’s the effective ‘path’ to ‘the path’ (of sex and value for women).

Thanks for reading this.  I hope you already got a lot out of it.  Feel free to for-
ward it along to other guys you know who want ANSWERS about women.  The 
more you ‘know’ of the truth, the stronger and more at peace you will be as an 
Alpha male. 

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE FULL TRAINING 
OPPORTUNITY>>>

DON’T FORGET TO FORWARD THIS TO A FRIEND 
& Love Women for their True Beauty

Other Resources:

The Secret to Women Video>>

The Secret to Women Podcast>>

http://www.relationaldynamics.org
http://www.relationaldynamics.org
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=it79dPC3egE
http://www.lifestyledatingradio.com


Your mentor,

#1 Relational Dynamics Expert
rion@modelmagnet.com

RelationalDynamics.org
Secretofwomen.com

MensGuideToWomen.com
ModelMagnet.com

LifestyleDatingRadio.com

http://www.relationaldynamics.org
http://www.secretofwomen.com
http://www.mensguidetowomen.com
http://www.modelmagnet.com
http://www.lifestyledatingradio.com


p.s. Cultivating awareness of TRUE & Alpha natural feminine energy will enable 
you to communicate with the intuition of women on that plane (which will o�en 
just ‘happen’).  This is the secret that will make you a modern day Casanova and 
before you know it you’ll o�en find yourself having sex with a woman because it 
wasn’t even your first priority; her nature was. 

It is the path that leads to sex and through natural grounding and alpha female 
cognition, your entire reality will change.  FIND OUT MORE!>>>

 
“The a.r.d course is the best product on the market in this area. Knowledge is power, and this product will 
instill within you the knowledge. I believe it will not only help you with becoming better with women, but 
shows you how to be better as a man. After listening to this product, you will have all the knowledge you 

need and feel the change almost immediately”.         -’d’ england.

*****************
Copyright 2007 Dreamcore Productions, Ltd. All rights reserved. 

SecretofWomen.com, ModelMagnet.com, MensGuidetoWomen.com & RelationalDy-
namics.org are trademarks of Dreamcore Productions, Ltd. USA

By receiving this and any communication from Rion Williams or Dreamcore Produc-
tions, you agree to all of the following:

This information is not considered professional advice but merely an expression of 
opinions. It is to be used for personal entertainment purposes only. You alone are 
responsible for your actions and the use of any ideas, concepts and info.  You hold 

Dreamcore Productions, Ltd. and it’s agents harmless
in any event, circumstance or claim.  

Sign up for the newsle�er at www.relationaldynamics.org Please unsubscribe if you 
are under the age of 18. Although you have chosen to sign up for this newsle�er, you 

can click the link at the 
bo�om to unsubscribe at any time.

*******************

http://www.relationaldynamics.org
http://www.relationaldynamics.org
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